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b&b is based on the dc
comics.it's also not the only

batman movie that was based
on a comic book. the comics

are the source of many stories
and many characters, but one
of the most popular is batman

begins. it was originally
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planned to be released in
2005, but was delayed to
allow director christopher

nolan to create a new story
for batman. he had to do a lot
of research on the character,

including studying the
comics.there are many

batman comics, but b&b is
based on three. the three

stories that the film is based
on are:'the dark knight
returns''death of the

family''the killing joke' if you
have read any of the other

batman novels, you know that
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he is a very complex
character. the case of the

dark knight is unusual in that
he has had very little

continuity. this has allowed
the writers to create a

character that can have new
stories. in fact, i think the

series do as much for batman
as the movies do. hopefully
the new animated series will
continue this trend. this is a
great book, but i'm not sure i

agree with their reading
order. the storyline is great,
but i don't think their book
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order is correct. they should
have had "the penguin war"

and the "batman for all
seasons" subplots first, then

moved the second half of
their storyline in as a

counterpoint to the penguin
war. it's like when you watch
a movie, you want to see the
story unfold in the order that
the storytellers decided. you
want to see the beginning of
the story before the middle,

and then you want to see the
middle before the end. i think
that's what de souza is doing
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in the batman books, by
telling the stories in order of
importance and in the order

that he planned them.
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